2021 IGCSE Results Analysis for Year 11
This year, following the cancellation of the IGCSE exams in Turkey, the grades were awarded based on 3 pieces
of work completed by the candidates, followed by a quality assurance check by Cambridge International.
The pieces of work used to award the grades had to be of a significant length and as broad as possible in terms
on the skills and contents and learning objectives assessed.
This year again, was full of anxiety for students, parents and staff alike, given that the exams were cancelled
only a couple of weeks they were due to start. It meant that students couldn’t focus on preparing solely for the
exams but also ensure that they submitted their class assignments and assessments and produced them to the
best possible level. Despite this adversity, anxiety and uncertainty caused by COVID 19, students have done well,
highlighting the importance of consistent hard work and focus, a good working ethic over the duration of the
two-year course.
Award of the International Certificate in Education
The Cambridge ICE certificate is a group award given at:
Distinction
Merit
Pass

Grade A/A* in five or more subjects
Grade A*/C in five or more subjects
Grade A*/G in seven subjects.

To qualify students must take at least seven subjects, including two from Group I and one or more from each of
the other groups. This year 8 students did not have the correct combination of subjects and did not qualify for
this award.
Of the 20 students qualifying for this award:
50% students achieved DISTINCTION in the International Certificate of Education / 5 A*- A
45% students achieved MERIT in the International Certificate of Education / 5 A* - C
1 student achieve PASS in the International Certificate of Education / 7 A* - G
8 students were not entered for the ICE awards due to subject choices.
International Certificate of Education

Pass rates in English and Mathematics
81.4% of all Maths students (Additional Maths, Cambridge International Maths and Maths without coursework)
passed Mathematics with A*-C grades.

100% of Additional Mathematics students have a grade A*/A

All of our students but four studied English as a First language with a 95.8 % pass rate (A*/C grades). For English
as a Second Language, the pass rate was 100%.
All of our students who studied English Literature achieved 100% A*/A- C grades.

Subject Group Analysis
Grades and Pass rates in Languages
Foreign languages: French, German, Greek, Italian and Spanish First languages: Turkish
95.45% of all foreign language grades awarded resulted in a pass: A*-C grades and 68.18 % of these were
awarded at A*/A.

Grades and Pass rates in Humanities & Social Sciences
History, Geography, Business Studies, Economics and Sociology
86.6 % of all grades awarded in these subjects resulted in A*/C ; of those, 44.4 % were A*-A grades.

Grades Awarded in Humanities

Grades and Pass rates in Science
Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Computer Science
88.3% of all the grades awarded in these subjects resulted in A*/C grades.

Grades Awarded in Science and Computer Science

Grades and Pass rates in the Arts
Music, Drama, Art
90 % of all grades awarded in these subjects resulted in A*-C grades

Grades Awarded in Art

Grades and Pass rates in Physical Education
88/8 % of all the grades awarded in this subject resulted in a pass - A*- C grade, with 88.8% obtaining A*/A
grades.

Grades Awarded in PE

Our top students:
Giulia Renzi 10 A*/A grades and 1B grade (including early entries)
Zeynep Başkaya 10 A*/A grades (including early entries)
Andriana Lymperopoulou 9 A*/A grades and 2 B grades
Nike Hugel 9 A*/A grades (including early entries)
Flóra Lea Grenczer with 8 A*/A grades and 1 B grade
Ridaa Khawar 8 A*/A grades and 1 B grade
Sam Dvorak 7A*/A and 3 B grades(including early entries)
Adil Tauseef 7 A*/A grades and 2 B grades

2021 IGCSE Results Analysis for Early entry
Year 10 Early Entry
Grades and Pass rates in English as a Second Language
This was taken at Core and Extended level
All the students were awarded a pass in this subject - A*-C grades
Grades and Pass rates in Foreign Languages
These are students who take exams in their home language or a language they master well.
This year we had one student taking a Foreign Language one year early who was awarded an A* and three
students for First Languages (Russian and Spanish) who were awarded respectively an A* and 2 A grades.

Grades and Pass rates in Mathematics
These are students taking Extended level in Cambridge International Mathematics a year early
All the students were awarded A* /A - C grades resulting in a 100% pass.

Early Entry IGCSE grades

